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xi 

Abbreviations 
 
 
 1 first person 
 1p first person plural exclusive 
 1s first person singular 
 2 second person 
 21 first and second person plural inclusive 
 2p second person plural exclusive 
 2s second person singular 
 3 animate third person 
 3p animate third person plural 
 3s animate third person singular 
 3’ animate third person obviative 
 3” animate third person further obviative 
 0 inanimate third person 
 0s inanimate third person singular 
 0p inanimate third person plural 
 0’ inanimate third person obviative 
 0’s inanimate third person obviative singular 
 0’p inanimate third person obviative plural 
 X unspecified actor or possessor 
 
 A agent or actor; first participant in a transitive construction 
 A1 first participant 
 A2 second participant 
 A3 third participant 
 APH Algonquian Person Hierarchy 
 BEN benefactive 
 CAUS causative 
 cmpl conjunct marker/complementizer 
 CNJ conjunct order; conjunct marker/complementizer 
 Comp complement clause 
 DEL delayed imperative 
 DEM demonstrative 
 DIM diminutive 
 DIR direct theme 
 DISJ disjunct 
 ECC extra-clausal constituent 
 ep epenthesis 
 EVID evidential 
 excl exclusive 
 Exp experiencer 



xii Abbreviations 

 

 FDG Functional Discourse Grammar 
 FG Functional Grammar 
 FOC focus 
 FUT future tense 
 GEN.OBJ general object 
 HP# House People text number citation 
 IMM immediate imperative 
 IMP imperative order 
 InAct inanimate actor 
 incl inclusive 
 INDP independent order 
 INV inverse theme 
 IPA International Phonetic Alphabet 
 IPC indeclinable particle 
 IPH indeclinable particle phrase 
 IPL indeclinable locative particle 
 IPN indeclinable prenoun 
 IPP indeclinable pre-particle 
 IPT indeclinable temporal particle 
 IPV indeclinable preverb 
 L1 first language, birth or mother language 
 L2 second language 
 LOC locative 
 N noun 
 NA animate noun 
 NDA dependent animate noun 
 NDI dependent inanimate noun 
 NEG negative 
 NI inanimate noun 
 NOM nominalization 
 NUM numeral 
 O object or second participant (patient, recipient or benefactive) in 

a transitive or ditransitive construction; Algonquian “goal” 
 O1 primary or sole transitive object (equivalent to A2); Algonquian 

“goal” 
 O2 secondary object (equivalent to A3) 
 Obl oblique 
 OBV obviative 
 P patient or object-like participant in a mono-transitive predication 
 P clausal position 
 P1 first or initial position in Functional Grammar, equivalent to PI 
 P1 speaker, first speech act participant 
 P2 Theme position in Functional Grammar, equivalent to Ppre 
 P2 second clausal position 
 P2 addressee, second speech act participant 
 P2+1 immediately post-second clausal position 



Abbreviations xiii 

 

 P3 Tail position in Functional Grammar, equivalent to Ppost 

 P4 vocative position in Functional Grammar, Ppre and/or Ppost 

 PØ immediately preverbal position in Functional Grammar, 
equivalent to PM–1 

 Pa immediately postverbal clausal position, equivalent to PM+1 

 Pcentre clausal position, between extra-clausal constituents 
 PF final clausal position 
 PF–1 immediately pre-final clausal position 
 PI initial clausal position 
 PI+1 immediately post-initial clausal position 
 PL locative proform 
 pl plural 
 PM medial clausal position 
 PM–1 immediately preverbal clausal position 
 PM+1 immediately postverbal clausal position 
 Ppost post-clausal position 
 Ppre pre-clausal position 
 POSS possessor 
 PR pronoun 
 PRED predicative 
 PRF perfective aspect 
 PRG progressive aspect 
 PROX proximate 
 PRSP prospective aspect 
 PST past tense 
 PT temporal proform 
 Q interrogative 
 QNT quantifier 
 R recipient or benefactive participant in a ditransitive predication 

(see A2, O1) 
 RCPL reciprocal 
 RDPL reduplication 
 REF referential 
 RFLX reflexive 
 RRG Role and Reference Grammar 
 S sole intransitive participant/intransitive subject, equivalent to A1 
 Sa actor-like or agentive intransitive participant in a Split-

Intransitive language 
 SAP speech act participant 
 SFH Semantic Function Hierarchy 
 sg singular 
 Sp object-like or patient intransitive participant in a Split-

Intransitive language 
 SRO standard roman orthography, the standard Cree alphabet 
 T theme, patient or object-like participant in a ditransitive 

predication (see A3) 



xiv Abbreviations 

 

 TG Transformational Grammar 
 TH theme, VTI equivalent to VTA direct and inverse themes 
 V verb 
 V0 verb with no animate participants 
 V1 verb with one animate participant 
 V2 verb with two animate participants 
 VAI animate intransitive verb 
 VII inanimate intransitive verb 
 VOC vocative 
 VTA transitive animate verb 
 VTI transitive inanimate verb 
 X unspecified actor or possessor; variable 
 XAct unspecified actor 
 XP phrase of variable constituency 
 ! emphatic 
 




